
has arisen. 
The central question is, of course, whether the date is 

indeed one that Germans should celebrate at all. For the 
rest of Europe this is no problem: May 8 represents the 
defeat of Hitler, the end of Nazism, the liberation of Europe, 
and the beginning of peace that has, after all, lasted to the 
present. This view ic shared by many Germans, especially 
those to the east of what is frequently referred to as the 
"inner-German border." Here 1945 has traditionally been 
seen as the year of liberation by the Red Army and the 
beginning of the truly progressive, democratic Germany, 
building on the liberal and progressive traditions of the Wei- 
mar Republic and the revolution of 1848. (Those in East 
Germany who disagree with this assessment are unlikely 
to make it a public issue.) 

But in the West the situation is not nearly as clear. Left 
out of last year's D-Day celebrations in Normandy and eager 
not to be left out of the Allied celebrations this year, Chan- 
cellor Helmut Kohl has invited President Reagan to West 
Germany and has planned a solemn festival at the world- 
famous Cologne Cathedral. But other voices on the right of 
the ruling CDU-CSU coalition, as well as from the various 
refugee organizations that represent those forced to flee 
Iheir'Eastern homelands at the end of World War II, re- 
minded the chancellor and the West German public at large 
that 1945 represented not just an Allied victory but a German 
defeat. As a result of that defeat, the Germany so pains- 
takingly put together by Bismarck in 1871 has been split 
again, with most of Prussia and Saxony now under the rule 
of a Communist dictatorship. Not only that, but Germany 
lost much of its territory completely: a large slice-Silesia 
and Pomerania-iven up to Poland, not to mention East 
Prussia. the Sudetenland. and various German-speaking 
pbckets elsewhere. On the whole, these voices said, 1945 
is not to be celebrated but mourned: It paved the way for 
the division of Europe, the abandonment of Eastern Europe 
to the Soviet Union, as well as the destruction of large parts 
of Germany. Moreover, Germany does not even have a 
comprehensive peace treaty to show for its pains: After forty 
years the German and European solution is ofticially still a 
temporary one. 

Needless to say, such voices made many people un- 
comfortable. and not only in Eastern Europe. As a German 
commentator pointed out, i f  there is one thing that the United 
States and the Soviet Union agree on, it is the "German 
question." No one except the Germans themselves is in- 
terested in seeing a united Sermany. 

The situation was not made any easier when Helmut Kohl 
accepted the invitations of several of the refugee organi- 
zations to speak at their congresses. Throughout Europe 
eyebrows were raised as the refugees began to talk of their 
"lost" lands: and the slogan "Silesia is Ours!" was not cal- 
culated to ingratiate itself with the Polish Government. From 
East Germany came accusations of "Revanchismus, 'I and 
moderites in West Germany accused the government and 
the right wing of the CDU-CSU of intentionally worsening 
relations 'with West Germany's neighbors. 

All this seemed slightly incongruous in a country in which 
litlle more lhan a year ago i t  was American missiles, not 
German identity, that was the topic of the day. With ihe 
peace movement institutionalized in the Green party in the 
West German Bundestag and various state parliaments, as 
well as in the left wing of the oppositional SPD, the mass 

actions and protests of the previous year had given way to 
serious political work within the legislative system. Yet it 
was clear that the political questions of German sovereigrity 
and Ver~angenheifsbewalfigi/n~, which originally arose it1 
the context of the antimissile movement, had moved into 
broader questions involving the history of the two Gerniariios 
after 1945. Here, a number of left-wing commontators tiad 
something in common with tho right-wingers, though lhoy 
were questioning the posiwar status quo for completely dif- 
ferent reasons. The Left did not mourn the erid of the Gor- 
man Reich, but they did mourn the beginning of the cold 
war and superpower politics. For thorn there would bo no 
solution to the missile question until there was a solution to 
the European question-that is, to the historical-political 
question of Europe's sovereignty and indopendenco from 
the superpowers and to the artificial split between East and 
West. Of course for the Left this did not so much mean 
German reunification (which for all practical purposes is n 
nonissue, even in West Germany, except on tho extrorrio 
Right) as simply questioning the primacy of NATO and tho 
Warsaw Pact. 

Between these two extremes are the rnodsrates, with 
more modest hopes for the Ma9 8 anniversary. West Gsr- 
man charicellors since Willy Brandt tiavo hoped that tlwir 
efforts to improve relations with the East woiild holp warin 
up East-West relations in general; and evori amidst rccoiit 
East-West tensions, Helmut Schmidt and Helmut Kohl tiavo 
argued that good "inner-German re1ations"can bo a powerful 
force for stability, moderation, and tolerance-a positiori 
shared by East German Party leader Erich Honecker as 
well. 

Hence it is with a knowledge of their own limitations arid 
the limitations of even the most exalted anriiversarios tliat 
many Germans havo urged a cooling of the rhetoric on both 
sides. For them the possibility of a moering on May 0 bo- 
tween President Reagan and his Soviet counterpart at the 
anniversary celebration is itself a positive sign; arid it is tlioir 
hope that the fortieth anniversary of a war in which East 
and West were allies against a common enemy-the Ger- 
many of the Third Reict+inight provide new. i f  modost. 
possibilities for dialogue and understanding. 

Stephen Brockmann is a Fellow in the Gorrnan Dcpnrlrnorrt 
of the University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

EXCURSUS 3 

Thomas Land on 
DEVELOPMENT: LEGAL AID 

One factor contributing to economic stagnation in tho hungty 
belt of the globe is the South's lack of well-trninnd lagal 
advisors in the areas of trade negotiations, loan agreements, 
and other international transactions. Responding lo a grow- 
ing sense of frustration, a group of senior lawyers has pc?r- 
suaded the United States, Canada, and Italy, as well i\S tho 
World Bank and various aid organizations, to sot up a trilin- 
ing institute in development law lor lawyers who must dual 
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with international organizations, bilateral agencies, and sup- 
pliers. 

Established as a nonpartisan, nonprofit international or- 
ganization, the new International Development Law Institute 
will emphasize practical training in the regulations of fi- 
nancing agencies, in legal drafting, in negotiating, and in 
the legal requirements of international business transac- 
tions. 

Too often, developing countries fail to achieve the ob- 
jectives of a project because their representatives are forced 
to learn the rules of the game in the course of negotiations 
for a necessary loan," explains Dr. lbrahim P. L. Shihata, 
vice-president of the World Bank and former director-gen- 
eral of the OPEC Fund for International Development, who 
is chairman of the institute's sixteen-member board of di- 

' rectors. "Such on-the-job training at the hands of the other 
party has proved costly. In addition, the most economic and 
efficient method of carrying out a project may not be followed 
because lawyers in a developing country have not had the 
training to deal with complicated international issues. This 
has led to lost opportunities, delays, and excessive costs." 

The first seminars and courses offered by the new insti- 
tute, located in Rome, concern the negotiation of petroleum 
exploration contracts, international equipment leasing, loan 
agreements, and donor agency rules concerning the pro- 

curement of goods and services. In the longer term tne 
institute intends to promote law reform in the marly devel- 
oping countries where antiquated statutes and gaps in leg- 
islation create commercial uncertainty that in turn feeds 
economic stagnation. And it hopes eventually to emerge as 
the center of a worldwide network of development lawyers. 

The institute's director, L. M. Hager, sees such training 
and other programs as a necessary first step to improving 
Norlh-South trade. With their relatively low trading base, the 
developing regions offer the greatest potential among geo- 
graphic areas for an expansion of commercial relations, and 
the climate of confidence created by an improved legal infra- 
structure in these regions should help to recommend them 
for such expansion. 

The institute's senior staff of six lawyers-from North 
America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East-will be sup- 
plemented as needed by visiting development law special- 
ists recruited from such institutions as law schools, private 
firms, and aid organizations. Initially it will limit the scope of 
its activities to Africa and the Middle East, where a large 
number of international assistance programs are being car- 
ried out in an atmosphere conducive to modernization of 
the legal sector. 

Thomas Land writes from Europe on global affairs. 
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